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[The authors respond:]

Conrad Fernandez and Gerri Frager’s claim that it is wrong to expose patients to “unnecessary procedural pain” would be correct if in the practice of emergency pediatrics children routinely received EMLA®, Ametop® or similar products. In reality, most venipunctures in Canadian pediatric emergency departments are performed without any local anesthetics. In initiating this study, the question that our research ethics board and ourselves had to ask was “What is the routine, standard practice in our emergency department”? In our hospital, children did not routinely receive topical anaesthesia. The reason was that it was believed to interfere with cannulation success. Since previous studies had not addressed this question, a placebo-controlled trial was necessary to disprove this belief.
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Getting a grip on waiting lists

David Hadorn’s analysis fails to distinguish between waiting lists for diagnostic procedures (such as MRI) and those for therapeutic procedures. Diagnostic information is often required to confirm the presence of disease and assess its severity, and only when this information becomes available can the patient be appropriately queued for treatment. Long wait times for diagnostic tests are counterproductive and costly, both to the patient in terms of morbidity and disease progression and to the medicare system in terms of wasteful use of “second best” tests. A six-month wait for an MRI to confirm suspected multiple sclerosis is no more reasonable than a similar wait for a blood test to confirm suspected anemia. The Western Canada Waiting List project failed to statistically validate its MRI prioritization tool and has not endorsed it for general use. MRI prioritization does not work well simply because the severity of disease (and therefore the urgency of the test) is not accurately known until the test is done. The only practical and ethical way to address MRI wait lists is to provide adequate capacity for demand. The Alberta Imaging Advisory Committee pegged that capacity at 62 exams/1000 people/year. Alberta is the only province to approach that capacity. Sadly, Ontario, which maintains an absolute statutory monopoly over MRI services, provides for only half the needed capacity.
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[The author responds:]

I agree that MRI and other diagnostic procedures are not well-suited to the priority criteria approach. However, I don’t agree that “the only practical and ethical way to address MRI wait lists is to provide adequate capacity for demand.”

Demand bears no necessary relationship to need or benefit, and convincing evidence that MRIs lead to improved health outcomes (e.g., longer life, less pain) should be provided before MRI supplies are increased. Unfortunately, the radiology research community has been slow to produce (or even to seek) such evidence. Indeed, we were unable to find any relevant studies in the MRI literature during the initial portion of the Western Canada Waiting List project. This was some years ago, but I am not aware that the situation has changed much in the interim.
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Corrections

The DOI attached to a recent letter should have been DOI:10.1503/cmaj.1050093.
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In a recent research paper, the answers to the individual scale items on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale in Appendix 1 were omitted. The correct appendix is included here (see page 208).
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